When I Grow Up

School Blogs

Using the correct verb form is
important. For example: I was
going to the park NOT I were
going to the park.

Kiyani wants to be a scientist when she grows up. She is writing a
blog about climate change. Can you help her by filling in the blanks? Make sure you use the
correct verb form.

This Summer it ______ really hot. We __________ experiencing high temperatures all over
the country. The climate is definitely changing. I __________ upset to see that streams and
lakes are drying up. We ___________ shocked to witness huge areas of Britain looking totally
brown. There _________ no rain for months. The land ________ totally parched. This is all
due to climate change. Our Planet is warming up. My friends and I _____ shocked to see
pictures of how the Polar ice is melting dramatically. We must act now to make significant
change.
Tomo is writing about his trip to the local railway museum.

There _______ loads of old trains at the museum. We ________ allowed to climb on the
old steam train. It ________ great. They had little models of horse drawn carriages in the
Victorian times. Gavin and I _________ allowed to dress up as conductors. There ________
some actors going around. Some of them ________ really funny. One of them ________
dressed as a policeman who ______ arresting one of the passengers. We had a workshop
where we designed a railway for the future. This _______ great fun! We _________ allowed to
put it anywhere we liked so I put mine in space!
Jameela is writing about her visit to a cake factory. Can you help her to put in the correct
verb?

At the factory there _________ loads of different machines. All the machines ________ a
different job to do. I met a lady called Greta who ______ to make the cake mixture. She told
me she _______ to weigh out the ingredients really carefully. There was a huge mixing bowl.
Greta let me _______ a go at putting the weights into the computer. We also helped with the
packaging machine. This _____ to be filled with hundreds of paper cases. They _______ to
fill the compartment every two hours with cases. Aaron _____ to make the icing for the icing
machine. He told me he _______ to cover 40,000 cakes every day! He ______ to get up really
early every morning because he lives 60 miles away. I told him I _______ to get up early too!

Challenge
Can you write a blog of your own about something you have done recently at school –
perhaps a visit or trip or workshop you have just been on? Use the verb forms: was, were,
has and have.
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